First Focus
Lawyering from home

Legal tech gurus answer your FAQs on remote law practice during the pandemic.
Safeguards you need >>

Ethics in View
Leadership, innovation and the new normal
ABA leads the charge on legal rule changes in the wake of COVID-19.
Quick, decisive collaborative action >>

Technology Translators
The 411 on identity theft
How to protect yourself from hackers, skimmers and scammers.
It’s easier than you think >>

Around the ABA
New task force launches COVID-19 website to address legal needs

ABA poll: What the U.S. public says about online, early voting, more

Young Lawyers connect attorneys with disaster survivors

What COVID-19 has done to U.S. immigration system

COVID-19 CLE Free to Members

The ABA offers CLE webinars and on-demand products free to members that specifically address some of your questions on the effects of this outbreak.
Learn more >>

Membership
Free! Opt-in to the Law Practice and General Practice Solo Divisions

Now included in Your ABA Membership

Stay current with complimentary access to valuable content from Law Practice and Solo, Small Firm, and General Practice Divisions.
Learn more >>

ABA Advantage

Leverage the ABA™ Member badge on your website
5 tips to calm anxiety in stressful times

Formal Opinion 489: When lawyers switch firms

ABA Legal Fact Check: How much authority do state and local officials have during a health emergency?